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Abstract

Whole-system persistence promises simplified application deployment and near-instantaneous recovery. This can be implemented using single-level store (SLS) through periodic checkpointing of ephemeral state to persistent devices. However, traditional SLSs suffer from two main issues on checkpointing efficiency and external synchrony, which are critical for low-latency services with persistence need.

In this paper, we note that the decentralized state of microkernel-based systems can be exploited to simplify and optimize state checkpointing. To this end, we propose TreeSLS, a whole-system persistent microkernel that simplifies the whole-system state maintenance to a capability tree and a failure-resilient checkpoint manager. TreeSLS further exploits the emerging non-volatile memory to minimize checkpointing pause time by eliminating the distinction between ephemeral and persistent devices. With efficient state maintenance, TreeSLS further proposes delayed external visibility to provide transparent external synchrony with little overhead. Evaluation on microbenchmarks and real-world applications (e.g., Memcached, Redis and RocksDB) show that TreeSLS can complete a whole-system persistence in around 100\,\mu s and even take a checkpoint every 1\,ms with reasonable overhead to applications.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Operating systems; Checkpoint / restart; • Computer systems organization → Reliability; Secondary storage organization.
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1 Introduction

Prevailing operating systems run on main memory and store data persistently in storage via files, following a convention formed in early systems where memory is fast, byte-addressable but volatile, and disks are non-volatile but slow with block interfaces. Consequently, applications move data back and forth between a two-tiered memory-storage hierarchy. Such a design may lead to bugs in complicated data persistence operations, e.g., crash consistency bugs in file systems [50, 67, 79] and in applications using these file systems [58], as well as performance degradation of data swapping between memory and storage [13].

Single-level store (SLS) is proposed to liberate applications from the complicated and error-prone data persistence, while providing near-instantaneous recovery. Unlike traditional systems exposing storage via file systems, SLS suggests using checkpointing to extend the memory layer downwards to include the disks, managing data (both permanent and ephemeral) and system state together with transparent persistence. As a result, applications execute and store data in the “single-level” memory while the operating system automatically persists data. Several systems in the past decades [12, 33, 40, 48, 62, 66, 68, 71, 74] have proposed the design and implementation of SLS on traditional storage devices. A recent system called Aurora [72, 73] further demonstrates how SLS designed for fast NVMe devices can mitigate the performance issues.

Despite the performance improvement of storage devices, the use of SLS is still limited by its high performance overhead and external synchrony issue [54] (further explained in §2.4). Existing SLSs eliminate the complexity of writing persistent applications by providing an illusion of single-level storage on top of runtime memory (DRAM) and storage (disks) with software checkpointing. Though such an illusion hides the significant differences of runtime memory and storage in both access speed and access granularity (byte vs. block), it
exacerbates the performance overhead caused by write amplifications, and increases the risk of data loss due to limited checkpoint frequency.

On the other hand, modern applications heavily rely on immediate persistence of external visible operations, i.e., external synchrony, to provide services to external entities like a client. Existing SLSs provide custom APIs for applications to ensure external synchrony. However, nontrivial efforts are required to modify applications to accommodate the APIs for correct data persistence, which contradicts SLS’s original intention of liberating applications from error-prone persistence operations.

The emergence of fast, byte-addressable non-volatile memory (NVM) presents promising features as a storage device to implement SLS with minimized performance overhead. NVM combines storage-like durability with DRAM-like byte-addressability and access performance, forming a single-level storage device that enables fast and direct manipulation of persistent data.

Unfortunately, even with a single-level storage device, implementing an efficient SLS still faces challenges since running on persistent memory does not make the whole system persistent naturally. Although recent techniques like Intel eADR [3] can guarantee the eventual persistence of data in CPU cache, data stored in CPU registers and device registers can still be lost upon power failures. As a result, software techniques like checkpointing are still required to guarantee the persistence of consistent whole-system state. Unlike traditional checkpointing techniques that prepare consistent state in memory and flush to storage in batch, NVM acts as both runtime memory and storage, making efficient checkpointing even more complicated. Meanwhile, as external synchrony becomes more prevalent in modern applications, it becomes necessary to provide transparent external synchrony, without forcing applications to use the error-prone journaling mechanism.

In this paper, we propose TreeSLS, an efficient SLS on NVM with whole-system persistent microkernel. TreeSLS builds on the principle of microkernel, which keeps kernel functionalities as minimal as possible and pushes most system services, e.g., drivers, network stacks and file systems, to the user space. Based on the observation that state-of-the-art microkernels [41, 66] pervasively uses capabilities [26] to manage kernel objects (like seL4’s capability deviation tree), TreeSLS organizes whole-system state in a capability tree for efficient incremental state checkpointing. It further designs an in-kernel failure-resilient checkpoint manager to manage the use of non-volatile memory. The checkpoint manager uses journaling to protect itself from failures, and whole-system checkpoints are taken on the tree to ensure a runtime view is always persisted to deal with unexpected power failures.

TreeSLS proposes NVM-oriented checkpointing on the capability tree to reduce the stop-the-world pause time. To further reduce the runtime overhead caused by page faults and memory copying, TreeSLS proposes hybrid copy to track hot pages and conduct cross-DRAM/NVM migration and speculative page copy.

With the extreme high checkpoint frequency (e.g., one checkpoint per millisecond) enabled by efficient checkpointing, TreeSLS also provides application-transparent external synchrony via delayed external visibility. Such an approach offloads the complexity of external synchrony to the system services such as drivers, while liberating applications from writing efficient and correct persistence code.

We evaluate TreeSLS on a series of well-known applications to show that TreeSLS can successfully and efficiently checkpoint the whole system every 1 ms under various scenarios. We also conduct experiments with memory servers (e.g., Redis and Memcached) and to demonstrate that real-world applications running on TreeSLS can benefit from the simplified persistence model and fast whole-system checkpointing. TreeSLS can achieve up to 2.2× throughput of Redis with original AOF function enabled, and achieves 2.4× and 2.5× throughput of Aurora’s journaling API and RocksDB’s WAL, respectively.

In summary, the paper makes the following contributions.

- The first NVM-based single-tier SLS that organizes whole system state in a capability tree and the checkpoint manager under the microkernel architecture.
- Efficient whole-system checkpointing consisting of NVM-oriented checkpoint methods to reduce the stop-the-world checkpointing time and hybrid copy to reduce runtime overhead.
- Transparent external synchrony with delayed external visibility based on the high checkpointing frequency enabled by TreeSLS.

The source code and further information about TreeSLS are at https://ipads.se.sjtu.edu.cn/projects/treesls.html.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Memory-storage Hierarchy

As shown in Figure 1, there have been various approaches to providing persistence and crash consistency for applications. Prevailing operating systems run in volatile main memory (DRAM) and move data to non-volatile storage devices (disks) to guarantee persistence. Applications also run with runtime data in DRAM and leverage filesystem APIs to persist and retrieve data in storage. However, data movement between DRAM and persistent storage is costly and (de-)serializations are required when the data formats in
DRAM and storage are different. Further, applications need to guarantee the persistence of application data and its crash consistency via mechanisms such as journaling, which are usually complicated and error-prone.

2.2 Single-Level Store

The single-level store (SLS) model [12, 40, 71] offers an alternative approach to providing a single-tier storage abstraction for applications, where every object in the system can be uniformly accessed. It extends the memory layer downwards to include the disk level and removes the file system abstraction. With this persistence provided, programmers can write applications with no persistence-related code under the assumption that the system never crashes. Existing applications designed for memory can also gain persistence support transparently with SLS. For example, in-memory key/value stores (e.g., Memcached) in cache servers, which serve as fast caches to the backend database, can benefit from the transparent persistence of SLS to avoid hours of warm-up time [31, 49] after a reboot caused by power failures. Due to SLS’s promise of simplified programming and transparent recovery, much work [12, 15, 23–25, 33, 38, 48, 62, 63, 65, 66, 68, 71, 74] has treated all objects as in-memory and transparently convert objects between in-memory and on-disk representations. However, the performance of such work is highly limited by the devices available at that time and their checkpoint can only be taken at minute-level intervals. Recently, the high-performance storage devices brings up the SLS concept again [52, 72, 73].

2.3 Limitations of Existing SLSs

Though named as single-level store, most prior SLSs actually build upon the two-tiered architecture of runtime memory and storage, and provide the single-level persistence illusion with software checkpointing. Despite the performance improvement of storage devices, these SLSs still suffer from limitations due to the two-tiered architecture.

Figure 2 shows the architecture of two representative systems: (a) EROS [66], a capability-based microkernel with system-wide checkpointing to provide transparent persistence; (b) Aurora [73], a modern SLS for UNIX OSs on fast NVMe devices. These SLSs need several additional cache layers upon non-volatile storage devices since CPUs cannot directly access on-disk data. Objects in EROS are cached at two levels of abstraction: process cache and object cache. Both layers are write-back caches of the on-disk objects and are flushed when the objects they cache are invalidated. In Aurora, though using modern high-performance storage, objects still need to be put in DRAM and flushed to persistent devices. The unmatched interface of runtime memory and storage leads to inefficiency in two aspects:

- **Write-amplification incurs performance degradation.** CPUs manipulate runtime data (e.g., objects) in bytes, while data are persisted to storage in blocks. Thus, a small change in runtime data will cause the persistence of a whole block, which causes write amplification. Although EROS leverages an append-only checkpoint area and Aurora adopts batching, the write amplification still causes non-trivial overhead.

- **Limited checkpoint frequency exposes more data loss at risk.** As accessing storage is much slower than DRAM, prior SLSs take a checkpoint by stopping the world and copying dirty data to dedicated DRAM buffers. Such data is flushed to storage asynchronously by background threads which run concurrently with applications after the checkpointing. Such asynchronous checkpointing reduces the stop-the-world pause time, but excludes immediate persistence and greatly limits the checkpointing frequency. Since the checkpoint is incomplete before all dirty data is persisted, the next checkpoint cannot be taken. As all non-persisted updates after a checkpoint will be lost upon power failures, limited checkpoint frequency is likely to cause more data loss. This further complicates the approach to the external synchrony issue (§2.4).
2.4 External Synchrony

External synchrony [54] refers to the synchronization of state inside/outside the SLS system. In current SLSs, updates after the latest checkpoint are subject to data loss until the next checkpoint is taken. Such a data loss window may be acceptable for many applications decades ago when SLS was first proposed, such as word processing applications [42]. However, it is insufficient for the correctness of applications exposing state to external systems, which are very common in modern data centers. For example, a key-value store server needs to guarantee the persistence of a stored key-value pair once it has responded to clients. Databases are expected to guarantee the persistence of modifications once the transaction commitment is replied to users.

To handle such external synchrony issues and make such applications correct, prior SLSs provide additional mechanisms (usually journaling APIs) for applications to use. This, however, brings the applications back to the complexity of writing persistence code correctly, contradicting SLSs’ original intention.

2.5 Rethinking SLS in the Context of NVM

The emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technology combines DRAM-like byte-addressability and accesses performing with storage-like durability and large capacity. It is a good match for SLS as its promising features make SLS more efficient: CPUs can now easily manipulate data on non-volatile storage devices directly at byte-granularity.

However, simply equipping servers with NVM cannot guarantee the persistence of all transient state upon failures. With the availability of techniques like Intel eADR [3], data in the CPU cache can be eventually flushed to NVM and thus persisted in case of power failures. However, data in CPU registers and device registers can still be lost. Consequently, although NVM provides a single-level device for SLS, running systems on NVM does not make the whole system persistent naturally, and implementing an efficient SLS still faces several challenges.

- **Checkpointing is still required and has to be optimized for NVM to maintain consistency between runtime data and checkpoint data.** Since data in registers is ephemeral, software checkpointing is still required to guarantee the persistence of consistent whole-system state. However, unlike existing SLSs that prepare consistent state in memory and flush to storage in batch, an SLS on NVM can leverage the single-level device (i.e., NVM) as both runtime memory and storage. This reduces unnecessary data movements (especially movements for persistence) and write-amplification issues. In exchange, to ensure a consistent checkpoint is always available, the relation between runtime data and checkpoint data needs to be carefully maintained, as the same page can be used by the runtime and checkpoint simultaneously.

3 Overview of TreeSLS

TreeSLS is a single-level store system that exploits the properties of microkernel architecture and NVM to provide whole-system persistence. With its high-frequency checkpoint, immediate persistence and transparent external synchrony, TreeSLS takes a large step towards practical SLS systems.

Figure 3 shows the architecture of TreeSLS. TreeSLS adopts the microkernel architecture that minimizes kernel functionalities (e.g., IPC, scheduler, checkpoint manager) and puts most system services to the user space. Thanks to the use of NVM, TreeSLS essentially eliminates the distinction between persistent and ephemeral devices and is thus a single-tier single-level store.

For efficient whole-system persistence, TreeSLS needs to address two issues: 1) how to efficiently capture the whole-system state; 2) how to efficiently checkpoint the whole-system state. TreeSLS exploits the capability tree and the checkpoint manager to address them accordingly.

**The Capability Tree.** Capability-based systems [9, 32, 41, 46–48, 64, 70] usually group all capabilities into a capability derivation tree. System resources are represented by objects and a capability is an object reference with a set of access rights.

We observe that the capability tree essentially captures all state of the running systems (excluding the NVM space allocation state managed by the checkpoint manager itself). Hence, to achieve whole-system persistence, TreeSLS can essentially follow the capability tree to checkpoint all such state during checkpointing. Furthermore, the capability tree
is a better abstraction for SLS since checkpointing a tree structure is simpler and more straightforward than building SLS on monolithic kernels, which requires special designs on complicated kernel objects or POSIX objects. For example, taking a checkpoint of file systems in a monolithic kernel requires finding FD tables, dentry-cache, and inode-cache, and preserving relations among these structures. In comparison, a microkernel usually maintains these structures in user-space file system services. The checkpoint procedures do not need to know such structures and their relations and can treat them as normal runtime data of applications.

Further, TreeSLS may also leverage the runtime state of the capability tree for efficient incremental checkpointing, i.e., by skipping state intact since the last checkpoint. Some derived state of other kernel services (IPC and scheduler) does not need to be persisted, as TreeSLS can recover such state from the capability tree, e.g., adding all threads to the scheduler’s queue.

Figure 4 illustrates a graphical representation of the capability tree and Table 1 shows the detailed information of each capability-referred object. Every user-space process (application or system server) consists of a sub-tree in the capability tree (as shown in Figure 3). All allocated system resources can be reached from the Root Cap Group. TreeSLS thus leverages a tree-structured state checkpoint approach based on the capability tree (§4).

The Checkpoint Manager. The checkpoint manager is responsible for taking checkpoints and managing NVM space for the runtime objects and checkpoints. As an NVM allocator, the checkpoint manager uses a buddy system to manage all NVM resources in TreeSLS. Both the runtime data and checkpoints are stored in the space allocated by the checkpoint manager. Slab systems are also used to facilitate the allocation of small fixed-sized objects. Metadata of both the buddy system and slab systems are stored on NVM (the global metadata area in Figure 3).

To avoid bootstrapping issues (i.e., checkpointing state of the checkpoint manager) and facilitate efficient access to the capability tree, the checkpoint manager is designed as a stand-alone in-kernel module, whose state is not checkpointed. However, since its state is critical metadata of the whole system, the checkpoint manager needs to be failure-resilient to recover from power failures at arbitrary times. As structures of the checkpoint manager are already stored on NVM, TreeSLS only needs to prevent in-flight operations from corrupting state of the checkpoint manager in case of failures. Thus, TreeSLS leverages redo/undo journaling to maintain the crash consistency of the checkpoint manager. On reboot after a power failure, TreeSLS first applies the journal to recover the checkpoint manager to a consistent state, and then recover the whole system with the checkpoints.

An Overview of Checkpoint/Restore Procedure. Figure 5 shows the overall whole-system checkpoint/restore procedure. A leader CPU core sends IPI requests to all other cores to force them into a quiescent state. Notably, interrupts are disabled in the kernel space, so the IPI will not interrupt a core modifying object state in the kernel. After all cores respond, the leader takes a checkpoint of the current runtime capability tree to form a backup capability tree. This step does not copy user-space memory pages. Instead, all these pages are marked as read-only in the page table. In parallel to the leader core checkpointing the capability tree, other cores speculatively copy a certain set of page objects, which is further explained in §4.3. Atomically mark the checkpoint as complete and increment the global version number of checkpoints, which is a commit point making the new checkpoint in effect. This state is maintained in a global metadata area on NVM. The leader core sends IPI requests to other cores to inform them to resume execution. At runtime, page faults are triggered when processes modify their memory pages. In the handler, the memory page will be duplicated to the backup capability tree, finishing the copy-on-write procedure. The restore procedure rolls back the
whole system by reviving state of the backup capability tree to restore the runtime capability tree. The only state not captured by the tree is that of the checkpoint manager. During the recovery, malloc/free operations after the last checkpoint are identified and rolled back by comparing system’s state at crash with the last checkpoint’s state. The latest malloc/free might be partially conducted, resulting in corruption of the buddy/slab system’s state. TreeSLS uses journaling to ensure the atomicity of the in-flight allocator operations.

Correctness. The checkpoint is taken with the system in a quiescent and consistent state. All cores except the leader core are interrupted either from the user space or at the boundaries of syscalls. Thus, no core is actively modifying the kernel state, allowing TreeSLS to checkpoint consistent kernel state. All system state is captured by the capability tree, except for the state of the checkpoint manager, which is protected by journaling. The integrity of the capability tree and the consistency of checkpointed state guarantee the correctness of the checkpoint procedure.

4 Tree-structured State Checkpoint

4.1 Checkpointing the Capability Tree

To checkpoint the capability tree, TreeSLS duplicates all objects in the tree to form a backup capability tree. Since an object can be referred by multiple cap groups, TreeSLS maintains a capability object root (ORoot) structure for each unique object to avoid redundant checkpointing. ORoot records the addresses of the runtime object and the corresponding backup objects (if present), and each object contains the field pointing to its ORoot. With ORoot, TreeSLS can quickly find the runtime object or the backup objects of any given object.

Next, we describe how each kind of object is checkpointed to the backup capability tree. The specific checkpoint strategy for each object primarily follows several considerations. First, small-sized and frequently updated objects (e.g., Thread) are directly copied to the new checkpoint during checkpointing since the copying is quick. Second, large-sized and slowly changing objects (i.e., memory pages) are asynchronously copied during runtime. Third, objects that can be rebuilt (e.g., page tables) are not included in the checkpoint, which trades restore time for faster checkpointing.

Cap Group. A cap group is an array of capabilities; each capability consists of a pointer to the runtime object and the access rights. To checkpoint a cap group, TreeSLS first allocates space for the cap group in the backup capability tree, and copies the capabilities to the backup cap group. For convenience, the backup capability stores the pointer to the corresponding ORoot, instead of the backup object.

For each capability, TreeSLS finds the runtime object and the corresponding ORoot. If the corresponding ORoot is absent, it means that the runtime object is newly created and TreeSLS will initialize the ORoot for it. By inspecting the backup object in the ORoot, TreeSLS knows whether the runtime object has been checkpointed in this round of checkpointing. If not, TreeSLS recursively checkpoints the object according to its type.

Thread. To checkpoint a Thread object, TreeSLS allocates space and copies the thread context (e.g., registers and scheduling state) to the backup tree. As all CPU cores are trapped in the kernel when taking the checkpoint, all state of user-space threads has been consistently saved on NVM. Thus, we can safely copy them to the backup tree.

IPC Connection, Notification and IRQ Notification. These objects are used for inter-process communication and synchronization. We directly copy them to the backup capability tree.

VM Space and Page Tables. VM Space records a list of accessible virtual memory regions and a page table structure for the space. Each virtual memory region is backed by a physical memory object (PMO). To checkpoint VM Space, TreeSLS duplicates the list of virtual memory regions to the backup tree, and ignores the page table structure as the page tables can be rebuilt after recovery. During a recovery, an empty page table is created for each process. Afterwards, page accesses from applications will trigger page faults and the handler will use the fault address to find the physical page from the recovered VM Space’s virtual memory region and its corresponding PMO, and add the mapping to the page table. To further improve the efficiency, TreeSLS puts the page tables on DRAM as they do not need to be persisted. Also, TreeSLS will reuse the virtual memory region list for VM Space in subsequent checkpoints.

PMO and Memory Pages. PMO records a set of physical memory pages organized by a radix tree. PMO is the most special object, since it is usually large in volume and possibly only a subset of pages are modified. To checkpoint a PMO, TreeSLS duplicates the radix tree to the backup capability tree, and handles memory pages differently.

During the first checkpoint of a new process, TreeSLS marks all pages as read-only in the page table. A page fault will be triggered when a page is modified. In the page fault handler, TreeSLS will duplicate this page and update the pointer in the backup PMO’s radix tree. In the subsequent checkpoint, pages are marked as read-only again to track subsequent modifications.

Note that the asynchronous copying of pages does not delay the persistence of checkpoint: the checkpoint of PMO is persisted once the radix tree is copied to the backup tree, since the runtime pages on NVM can be used after power failures. Similar to VM Space, TreeSLS reuses the radix tree in subsequent checkpoints to avoid constructing the tree from scratch.

---

2We use “recovery” and “restore” interchangeably in the paper.
**Other State.** Some state is not managed in the capability tree, but still contributes to the overall system integrity and is necessary for checkpointing. This includes components like kernel buffers and copy-on-write related bits in the page table. We identify and include them in the capability tree as special nodes.

### 4.2 Consistency with Versioning

To handle unexpected power failures, TreeSLS needs to guarantee that there is always a consistent checkpoint. Existing approaches use runtime pages as the volatile cache and maintain two persistent pages as the backups, which consumes unnecessary memory and incurs unnecessary memory copies.

Considering that physical memory objects (PMOs) are the objects with a large number of memory pages, TreeSLS leverages the runtime page as one backup and allocates at most one additional backup for checkpoints. For each other object, TreeSLS maintains two backups (i.e., checkpoints) besides the runtime copy. In both cases, TreeSLS attaches a version number for each backup and maintains a global version number to guarantee consistency efficiently.

As shown in Figure 6(a), we use a checkpointed radix tree to maintain the hierarchy of pages for each checkpointed PMO. The leaf node of the tree is represented by a structure called checkpointed page (CP), which maintains the version number and the address of the backup page. Unlike other objects having two backups, each page in PMO has zero (address=NULL) or one backup page in the checkpointed radix tree, as NVM enables runtime pages to be used in the consistent checkpoint.

Specifically, supposing the global version number is 5, three cases can happen upon failures (Figure 6(a)).

1. The backup version number is equal to the global version number, meaning that we saved data A to backup with version=5 in the page fault handler and the page was then modified to A’. Thus, the page should be restored with the content of the backup page (A in this example). A smaller backup version number infers that data in the runtime page (B’) have not been modified since the last checkpoint; thus, we should recover using data in the runtime page (B’). An empty backup means that the page is never modified and thus not checkpointed, and we will recover with data in the runtime page (C).

   In summary, TreeSLS only needs to recover pages whose backup version number is equal to the global version number, and keep other pages unchanged during the recovery.

### 4.3 Checkpointing Memory Pages with Hybrid Copy

Besides reducing the stop-the-world checkpointing overhead, TreeSLS needs to reduce the runtime overhead of SLS, especially in high-frequency checkpointing scenarios. As we evaluate in §7.4 and show in Figure 10, when the checkpoint is taken at the interval of 1 ms, the runtime overhead is substantial and most runtime overhead is caused by page fault handling and the page copying in the handler.

#### 4.3.1 Methods to Copy Pages.

To reduce the overhead caused by page copying, we studied four possible methods (shown in Figure 7).

- **Stop-and-copy** copies all modified pages to the backup in the stop-the-world (STW) checkpointing. It is the simplest method, but will stop the world for a long time to copy all pages.
- **Speculative stop-and-copy** speculatively copies dirty pages before the STW checkpointing is taken, to reduce the STW time. If the speculatively copied pages are modified again before the checkpointing, these pages need to be copied again during STW checkpointing.
- **Copy-on-write.** Stop-and-copy and speculative stop-and-copy guarantee the backup is generated before the STW checkpointing completes; thus, runtime pages are free to be modified after the STW checkpointing. The copy-on-write method, however, marks the page as read-only and delays copying the page to the backup until the page is about to be modified. It moves the overhead from the checkpointing to the later runtime, with the cost of page fault handling and possible lock contentions among page faults. Note that for DRAM-based systems, this method will delay the availability of checkpoints since runtime data will be lost upon failures; for TreeSLS, the checkpoint is ready for failures after the STW checkpointing since runtime data are persisted on NVM.
- **Speculative copy-on-write** speculatively copies pages that are likely to be modified before page faults are triggered as in copy-on-write. A successful speculation will avoid page faults and move page copying overheads out of the critical path. A false speculation introduces unnecessary page copying, wasting CPU cycles and possibly contending running applications.

#### 4.3.2 Hybrid Copy.

To move runtime page faults and page copying out of the critical path, we propose the hybrid copy method, which combines multiple methods and DRAM/NVM migration according to two observations.

First, as most applications have access locality, a set of hot pages is modified nearly in every checkpoint. We can migrate these hot pages to DRAM for faster access and stop-and-copy them as they are likely to be modified in the next checkpoint. Copying hot pages before they trigger copy-on-write is a form of speculative copy. Second, during the stop-the-world checkpointing, CPU cores not involved in the main checkpointing procedure can conduct stop-and-copy operations in parallel without introducing extra overhead.

With **hybrid copy**, TreeSLS identifies hot pages and migrates (i.e., copies) them to DRAM. TreeSLS checkpoints these hot pages on DRAM with stop-and-copy and the rest
pages on NVM with copy-on-write. Note that hybrid copy echoes the high-level idea of speculative copy-on-write: predicting pages that are likely to be modified and copying them before the actual copy-on-write.

TreeSLS introduces a dual-function active page list to track hot pages and implement the migration. When a page fault is triggered, we increase the page’s hotness value, and append the page to the list when its hotness exceeds the threshold. During checkpointing (step 3 in Figure 5), all cores except the leading core will traverse a sub-list of the active page list. In the traverse, dirty DRAM pages will be copied to complete stop-and-copy. Additionally, newly appended pages since the last checkpointing are migrated to DRAM. Pages that have not been accessed for excessive times will be migrated back to NVM and removed from the list. Hotness values of these removed pages will be cleared.

### 4.3.3 Extended Versioning.

To support hybrid copy, the structure of the checkpointed radix tree needs to be modified as DRAM-cached pages need two backups: one for in-flight checkpointing and the other for a consistent checkpoint. As shown in Figure 6(b), TreeSLS extends the original checkpointed page (CP) structure to checkpointed page pairs (CPP) structure to maintain two backups.

When no migration happens, TreeSLS uses the first pointer to point to the backup page and the second to the runtime page. Both pages are stored in NVM.

During the NVM-to-DRAM migration, TreeSLS allocates a DRAM page and copies runtime page’s data to it. TreeSLS then updates the runtime page table to let the DRAM page become the runtime page. TreeSLS sets the version of the runtime page in NVM to the global version so that it becomes the latest backup page. Then, the two NVM backup pages can be used alternatively to save the DRAM runtime page’s data during the checkpointing.

For the DRAM-to-NVM migration, as the migration happens only when the page has not been modified for several checkpoints, it is guaranteed that the runtime page data are identical to one of the backup page data. TreeSLS makes sure that the second backup page contains the latest data by copying from the runtime page if necessary. We set the second backup’s version to zero and update the runtime page table to let the second backup page become the runtime page.

The migration is resistant to failures using the following rules in recovery: if a backup’s version is equal to the global version, this backup is used for recovery; otherwise, if the second backup version is zero, the second backup is used; otherwise, the backup with a higher version is used. Such a rule is compatible with the rules before, when the runtime page is treated as the second backup with version zero.

### 5 Transparent External Synchrony

To support external synchrony, an SLS should make sure that the state changes caused by a request are persisted before sending responses to external systems. With high-frequency checkpointing, TreeSLS archives this by delaying external visible operations (e.g., sending network packets) until a checkpoint is taken. This can be implemented transparently to applications by allowing user-space services (e.g., network drivers) to register a checkpoint callback, which will be invoked at the end of each checkpointing, and a restore callback, which is invoked at the end of recovery. TreeSLS also provides an eternal PMO, which is a special kind of PMO that will not be rolled back during recovery.

Figure 8 shows how TreeSLS can support external synchrony in the network driver with modified ring buffers (e.g., queues in NVMe). Taking the send queue as an example, the ring buffer and the three pointers are stored in eternal PMOs. To send a message (msg), the message is appended to the ring buffer and the writer is updated (Figure 8(a)). The message is not available to be sent. When a checkpoint is taken, the checkpoint callback of the user-space network...
In this section, we evaluate TreeSLS with microbenchmarks and several applications to answer the following questions:

- Does TreeSLS function well in various scenarios? (§7.2)
- How much time does a checkpoint take? (§7.3)
- How do checkpoints in TreeSLS affect the performance of running applications? (§7.4)
- How do real applications perform on TreeSLS? (§7.5)

### 7.1 Environment Setup

We run all experiments on a machine with dual Intel® Xeon® Gold 6330 CPUs with eADR support. CPU frequency is fixed at 2.0 GHz with Hyperthreading enabled and Turbo Boost disabled. TreeSLS runs on one NUMA node, with 256 GiB DDR4 DRAM and 1 TiB Intel® Optane™ Persistent Memory.

We choose several well-known applications from various domains in the evaluation, including computing applications (Phoenix-2.0 test suite [60]), in-memory key-value stores (Redis-6.0.8 [6] and Memcached-1.6.21 [5]), persistent key-value stores (LevelDB-1.23 [4] and RocksDB-6.6 [7]), and databases (SQLite-3.8 [8]). We compare TreeSLS with Linux Kernel 5.4 and Aurora [73].

### 7.2 Functional Tests

We tested self-implemented simple test programs (hello world, ping-pong and simple key-value stores) and the real-world applications listed in §7.1. We manually crash and reboot the system while running these programs. After reboot, these programs can continue running with expected behaviors, indicating that TreeSLS functions well.

### 7.3 Stop-the-world Checkpointing

Stop-the-world (STW) checkpointing is a major source of performance overhead in TreeSLS. In this subsection, we will first demonstrate the time of taking a checkpoint on different types of objects; we will then examine the overall overhead of STW checkpointing when running a workload, and how different types of objects contribute to this overhead.

As overhead may vary with different running workloads, we tested different workloads and detailed the object count and memory usage of each workload in Table 2. The default workload is the system running no additional workloads, i.e., only the system services are running in the system. We show default for reference and object counts of all other workloads are relative to default. It is worth mentioning that an application’s checkpoint size (Ckpt) is much smaller than its runtime memory consumption (App), since NVM’s persistence allows TreeSLS to use runtime pages in the checkpoint as long as they are not changed since the checkpoint.

All experiments running in this subsection are configured with 1000 Hz checkpointing, i.e., taking a checkpoint per millisecond. SQLite and LevelDB are single-threaded, SQLite conducts a mixed read/insert/update/delete benchmark, while LevelDB utilizes the fillbatch workload in

---

Figure 8. Ring buffer for external synchrony.

Driver is invoked and will update visible writer (Figure 8(b)) to indicate that msg2 can be sent since all state it depends on has been checkpointed.

In case of power failures, the restore callback is invoked and executes actions based on the state of the ring buffer at the crash (as the ring buffer is stored on an eternal PMO, its state is not rolled back). The driver can discard new messages since the last checkpoint (msg2 in the Figure 8(c)) as the application sending the message is rolled back and will re-send the message. Note that the reader pointer is not rolled back since the message has already been sent to the hardware. The driver needs to check whether this message is actually sent by the hardware. The driver also needs to record hardware configurations in eternal PMOs so that it can restore the hardware state after recovery, and can resume communication with external systems.

TreeSLS’s transparent external synchrony delays communications with external systems till the next checkpoint. Thus, the checkpointing frequency needs to be sufficiently high, to avoid adding too much delay to the communication. Though TreeSLS requires the drivers to be modified using TreeSLS’s APIs, applications can gain the external synchrony with no modification. In current TreeSLS implementation, we implemented the external synchrony in a network server that handles communications between clients and servers on the same machine. We are working on implementing the external synchrony in real network drivers.

### 6 Implementation

We implemented TreeSLS on top of ChCore [10, 19], which is an educational multicore microkernel that supports POSIX APIs through musl-libc [11]. Like prior microkernels, ChCore adopts capability-based access control. ChCore contains ~21 k LOC in the kernel space, including IPC, scheduling, and memory management. The OS services in the user space include a process manager, file system servers and drivers.

TreeSLS adds ~5 k LOC in the kernel space, including ~3.3 k LOC in a module for checkpoint/restore, ~1.2 k LOC in memory allocator, and modifications to other modules (IPL, syscall, etc.). In the user space, we modify the network server to implement external synchrony (~500 LOC).
Table 2. Details of different workloads. Default is the system running with no workloads. Object counts in other workloads are relative to default. Thanks to NVM’s persistence, TreeSLS can include runtime pages in the checkpoint and thus an application’s checkpoint size (Ckpt) is smaller than its runtime memory consumption (App). No IRQ object appears during the test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Object Composition (Count)</th>
<th>Size (MiB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C.G. Thread IPC Noti. PMO</td>
<td>VMS App Ckpt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Default</td>
<td>6 27 9 7 71 6</td>
<td>n/a n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. SQLite</td>
<td>+1 4 +3 0 +14 1</td>
<td>1015 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. LevelDB</td>
<td>+1 5 +3 +2 18 1</td>
<td>230 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. WordCount</td>
<td>+1 12 +3 +8 31 1</td>
<td>238 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. KMeans</td>
<td>+1 12 +3 +9 +24 1</td>
<td>15 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Redis</td>
<td>+2 77 +60 +6 262 2</td>
<td>129 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Memcached</td>
<td>+2 42 +19 +17 154 2</td>
<td>303 187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Breakdown of checkpointing capability tree according to object types. Most objects can be quickly copied during the STW checkpointing as their sizes are small. Checkpointing Cap Group and Thread is costly for workloads with a large number of objects and threads. VM Space’s checkpointing also contributes to the overall time as it involves marking all newly-changed pages as read-only.

Checkpoint/Restore of a Single Object. Table 3 further presents the time of checkpointing and restoring a single object of different types in Figure 9(b). During the first two rounds of checkpointing, a complete object snapshot is taken, which involves memory allocation and initial object structure building. Subsequent checkpoints are incremental and reuse many of the already established object structures. Thus, we show the full checkpoint time (Full Ckpt) and incremental checkpoint time (Incr Ckpt) separately in the table. For both checkpoints, we give the minimal and the maximal time we collected from all workloads.

Table 3. Checkpoint/Restore time of a single object.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Incr Ckpt</th>
<th>Full Ckpt</th>
<th>Restore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.G.</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noti.</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMO</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>842.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMS</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>144.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9(b) further breaks down the time of checkpointing the capability tree according to object types. Most objects can be quickly copied during the STW checkpointing as their sizes are small. Checkpointing Cap Group and Thread is costly for workloads with a large number of objects and threads. VM Space’s checkpointing also contributes to the overall time as it involves marking all newly-changed pages as read-only.

Breakdown of Checkpointing. Figure 9(a) shows the time of taking an incremental STW checkpoint under various workloads and the breakdown. Two bars are given for each workload: the left bar indicates the time used by the main checkpointing procedure, including handling IPIs (IPI), checkpointing the capability tree (Cap Tree) and others (Others); the right bar shows the maximal time used by other cores doing the hybrid copy, which is in parallel with the main checkpointing procedure. With no workload (Default in the figure), the STW time is as low as ~25 μs. Two single-threaded workloads, SQLite and LevelDB, have similar low time consumption, and more complex multi-threaded applications finish checkpointing in around 100 μs.

7.4 Runtime Overhead

Besides the overhead of creating checkpoints, TreeSLS introduces page faults and page copying during the normal
execution of applications. In this section, we demonstrate the overall performance overhead to applications.

**Hybrid Memory Checkpoint.** Figure 10 breaks down the runtime overhead. We choose several memory-intensive workloads. The configuration of each workload is the same with §7.3. PCA is also 8-threaded and performs on a matrix with 1 k rows and 1 k columns. The sophisticated STW checkpointing (+checkpoint) brings marginal overhead. Most overhead comes from the page fault handling (+page fault) and page copy (+page memcpy). The hybrid memory checkpoint (+hybrid copy) does reduce the overhead by up to 49%.

The recall and precision of the hybrid copy are further detailed in Table 4. Taking Memcached as an example, 395 pages are cached in DRAM as hot pages; 40% (156 pages) of these pages are actually modified between two checkpoints. On the other hand, 46% (156 pages) of all 338 modified pages are marked as hot pages and speculatively copied during the STW checkpointing; the rest 182 pages cause page faults. The result shows that hybrid copy effectively caches hot pages and reduces page faults in runtime.

**Checkpoint Frequency.** Figure 11 presents the P50 and P95 latency of SET/GET operations on 10 million keys sent from an 8-threaded client to an 8-threaded Memcached server. Taking checkpoints increases the operation latency. When the checkpoint interval is less than 10 ms, the latency increases as the checkpoint interval decreases. The client and server employ a machine-local, UDP-like communication, leading to μs-scale latencies, and TreeSLS with a 1 ms checkpoint interval introduces an extra latency of 11–160 μs.

**External Synchrony.** Figure 12 gives the runtime overhead caused by external synchrony. The test involves 50 clients concurrently setting 10 million 1024-byte keys to a Redis server. To mitigate the performance impact caused by clients blocking and waiting for a reply, each client sends 32 requests in a batch at a time. The results reveal that delaying sending responses to clients increases latency by approximately one checkpoint interval. Despite increasing the concurrency, the blocking of clients on the critical path still negatively impacts the overall throughput.

7.5 **Real-world Applications**

TreeSLS provides an effective alternative for servers lacking inherent persistence guarantees (e.g. Memcached) to easily achieve strong persistence guarantees without self-implementing mechanisms. To show TreeSLS’s effectiveness, we compare checkpoint overhead in TreeSLS with customized persistence mechanisms like the write-ahead logging (WAL) for in-memory key-value stores and on-disk log-structured merge (LSM) tree structures.

By taking checkpoints every 1 ms, TreeSLS can seamlessly and transparently persist applications with only a 1 ms delay in latency (to support external synchrony). Since the client’s concurrency becomes a bottleneck when enabling external synchrony, i.e., clients in benchmarks block and wait for replies, the following tests were conducted with external synchrony disabled.

7.5.1 **In-memory Key-Value Stores.** We use the YCSB [22] benchmark to evaluate the performance of using TreeSLS to persist Redis transparently. Four configurations are used in the evaluation: Redis with no persistence guarantee on TreeSLS (TreeSLS-base) and Linux (Linux-base); Redis transparently persisted by TreeSLS with 1 ms checkpointing.
8 Discussion

Limitations. While TreeSLS provides low-overhead and externally-synchronized whole-system persistence, different applications in the system and different data within an application may have varying persistence requirements, TreeSLS’s uniformed persistence may result in the persistence of unnecessary data.

Data Reliability. Data stored in NVM are critical for TreeSLS to work correctly. Data corruption or hardware failures in NVM can break the integrity of TreeSLS’s data and prevent TreeSLS’s execution. To enhance the data reliability, TreeSLS can maintain multiple versions of checkpoints and recover to earlier checkpoints if the latest checkpoint is corrupted. TreeSLS can also maintain replications for each object in TreeSLS during checkpointing. This requires storing multiple copies of the same checkpoint and consumes more space. In alternative to replications, TreeSLS can further adopt erasure coding to reduce space consumption, at the cost of using additional computing resources.
Memory Over-commitment. As NVM devices have a high capacity, we didn’t consider out-of-memory issues in the current TreeSLS design. To support memory overcommitment, we can add a cold page list to track cold pages and evict them to secondary storage, such as SSDs and disks, when the system is under memory pressure.

Extending to Eidetic System. Eidetic system refers to a system with the ability to recover to any past state [27]. TreeSLS can be extended to maintain multiple versions of the system’s lifetime, as we have already enabled version maintenance through the ORoot interface. With this, TreeSLS can provide interfaces for listing all versions and allow users to quickly navigate through arbitrary versions in the execution history, which offers numerous advantages, particularly in the context of debugging. Maintaining multiple backups will not include additional work on the critical path, but requires more space. The ORoot interface can also allow multiple checkpoints to share the same object to save space.

9 Related Work

Single-Level Store. The design of TreeSLS draws inspiration from early single-level store (SLS) systems. The idea of putting all information on a single-level layer was proposed by Atlas [40], Multics [12], IBM System/38 [71], as well as some single-address space operating systems [18, 34, 45, 69] decades ago. Our high-level idea is to achieve system-wide checkpoints by leveraging techniques similar to KeyKOS/EROS [33, 66], Aurora [73] as well as many other SLSs [48, 68, 74]: freezing the execution and take a checkpoint of all system state except for user memory pages, while employing copy-on-write (CoW) during runtime to persist user memory pages. The integrity of our persisted system state is ensured through the capability tree, which has been proposed by earlier capability-based microkernels [33, 66] and Barrelfish/DC [80]. However, TreeSLS exploits NVM by eliminating the distinction between persistent and ephemeral devices and further leverages the capability tree for efficient, incremental state checkpointing, and thus is much more efficient than prior systems.

Application Persistence on NVM. Several prior studies have used NVM to simplify application persistence. For example, NVM libraries are proposed to enable applications to either rewrite themselves to use the provided interfaces [21, 77] or rely on the compiler and runtime to automatically add durability semantics [17, 37, 78].

The Machine [39] and Twizzler [13] provide alternative data-centric OS abstractions to enable uniform access on hybrid DRAM-NVM systems, which, however, are not transparent to applications. WSP [52] and Zhuque [36] provide fully transparent system-level or application-level persistence by putting everything on NVM and flushing transient state (processor registers and caches) to NVM only on failures. They, however, mandate sophisticated hardware customization.

State Checkpointing. State checkpointing has been widely used in various domains, such as deterministic record/replay systems [28, 43, 44, 53, 55, 57], VM migration [20, 30, 35, 75], and transparent process migration [1, 14, 29, 51, 56, 59, 61]. To checkpoint memory pages, these systems utilize different approaches (e.g., stop-and-copy [29, 56], incremental copy-on-write[1, 14, 59] and speculative copy [76]), as discussed in §4.3.1. Inspired by them, TreeSLS incorporates a hybrid page checkpointing approach that exploits the characteristics of our hybrid DRAM/NVM system and leverages idle cores to perform tasks like speculative copying during the stop-the-world checkpointing.

10 Conclusion

This paper proposed TreeSLS, a persistent microkernel on NVM that simplifies the whole-system state maintenance to a capability tree and a failure-resilience checkpoint manager. Evaluation shows that TreeSLS can complete a whole-system persistence in around 100 μs and take a checkpoint every 1 ms with acceptable performance overhead.
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